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President’s Report

Beth getting ready to present at the WAI conference in Nashville

Wonderful World
The theme for the Women in Aviation national
conference is Connect, Engage, Inspire. I
attended the March convention held this year
in Nashville, TN. It was a stunning experience
on many levels. First off, THERE WERE A
LOT OF WOMEN THERE. Now I know this
sounds silly since it probably doesn’t occur to
you guys, but when us girls attend aviation
events, womenfolk are in the distinct
minority. To be surrounded by 5000 women
bordered on the surreal. Aviation professionals
of all types were in attendance: pilots,
controllers, mechanics, managers, engineers,
etc.

Men were there too. Unbeknownst to me
beforehand, this event is one of the largest job
fairs in the industry. I made this discovery
while standing in a long line checking in at the
hotel. I turned to the guy behind me to make
charming chit chat.
Me: Are you here for the conference?
Guy: Yes.
Me: But you're a guy.
Guy: Yes.
Me: HAHAHA! Target rich environment,
Maverick!
Guy: (holding up left hand with wedding ring)
My wife let me come.
(continued)
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Me: So are you a pilot?
Guy: Yes.
Me: A professional pilot?
Guy: Yes.
Me: Whom do you work for?
Guy: The U.S. Air Force

Sport Aviation magazine featuring the LSA
Sling 2 that has flown around the world three
times. I put her in touch with Mike Blyth,
founder of The Airplane Factory in South
Africa. I got this email from her yesterday:
“Mike did get in contact with me and he is
setting me up with his North American CEOs
and technical team to start working on a quote
for an airplane and to help me out with my
route! I believe they are going to be a huge
help! Thank you for setting that up. I would like
to keep you up-to-date and involved
throughout the process if that's ok with you!
I'm working with a potential sponsor right now
that has the possibility of funding the whole
flight. Thank you for your willingness to help
me and for being a big motivator!”

A large contingent of soon-to-be-retired
military pilots and regional pilots looking to
move up to larger airlines were out in force. I
find it hilarious that the other two professional
organizations that host the largest industry job
fairs are the National Gay Pilots Association
and the Organization of Black Aerospace
Professionals. Hooray for minorities!
This was a relatively younger crowd,
comprised of professionals currently working
in the industry with a distinctly different vibe
from the GA crowd you see at EAA AirVenture
or AOPA Summit. I felt outside the fray as a
person who doesn’t fly for a living. It was a
perfect platform for observing. The go-to
icebreaker is always, “Who do you work for?”
When people would ask me that question and
I told them I’m an aerobatic pilot and fly just
for myself for fun their eyes would go wide. It
doesn’t matter what spectrum of aviation a
person inhabits, there is something about
flying aerobatics that just gets people excited.

Engage
Susan from Boeing asked if she could use one
of the slides from my presentation. “We are
doing a six hour Commitment to Quality class
here at Boeing and I am helping facilitate
them. Your illustration will be a fun way to help
people change the way they think about
issues they face in the workplace to help them
see it from a different perspective and change
their paradigm. Love it!!!”
Inspire
And that guy I met in line at the start of the
conference? I invited him to come to my talk.
His name is William and is getting ready to
retire from the Air Force and start a new life as
a civilian pilot. He’s currently based at Moffet.
He sent me a note after we got back. “It was
great chatting with you at the conference. You
did a great job speaking. I'd love to be added
to your IAC38 email list and attend one of the
critique days at Tracy.”

I feel so lucky and privileged to participate in
this sport. It’s my ongoing mission to show by
example that one can achieve some pretty
cool things with decision, commitment and
action. My presentation, based upon the
wonderful world of aerobatics, apparently
echoed the Connect, Engage, Inspire theme
of the conference:
Connect
A young woman named Erin came up to me
afterwards and told me her goal of
circumnavigating the globe as the youngest
female aviator. I just finished an article for

What a breathtaking, crazy, wonderful world
we live in!
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IAC38 February
meeting, "All
About Safety"

IAC38's February meeting, held back at our usual
haunt of Attitude Aviation in Livermore, had a focus
on safety. We had guest speaker Chelsea Stein
Engberg give the chapter a safety presentation.
Chelsea has plenty of relevant knowledge and
experience - instructing at Tutima, participating in the
US Navy's Safety Oﬃcer School as a civilian, and
acting as Safety Director at past contests - so the
presentation contained lots of helpful information for
us to digest.
Her presentation was well received. At first she
discussed safety as it pertains to individuals' flying such as the pros and cons of safety gear such as
helmets and Nomex. Later she focused on safety as
it pertains to critique days at Tracy and contest
operations - including discussions on Incident
Response Plans as well as keeping an eye on new and sometimes not-so-new - contestants. The
information was not dry either - she gave several
real-world examples from her experiences as Safety
Director at past contests, and on occasion the
session included some tales from the audience as
well.
As this year's flying season winds up, the
presentation was a timely refresher for the "old
hands" as well as a good overview and food for
thought for the newer among us. We look forward to
Chelsea in her role as Safety Director at Coalinga Beth was not shy in roping her in to that role!

by Josh Horwich
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Remembering Former IAC38
Member Larry Heard

Beth Stanton
I received this email last November from Tammy Heard:
Tammy: My husband Larry Heard was a member of Chapter 38 and I believe an officer at
one time. He passed away this summer and I found a bag with five large patches, suitable
for the back of a jacket, keychain and pins. How do I go about returning these to you? It
looks like your logo may have changed, but these might be fun for historical purposes.
Me: Thanks so much for thinking of our chapter. We would be delighted to put the patches on
proud display. We hold our chapter meetings at Attitude Aviation and I am thinking we can
frame them and put them on display there. My condolences on the loss of your husband.
We'll honor his aerobatic memory!
---the package arrived in December--Me: How wonderful they all are! Thank you so much for thinking of us and gifting them to us.
These mementos are treasured parts of our chapter's history and we are honored to have
them. We haven't had a meeting at Attitude Aviation yet this year (our January meeting was
held in San Jose), but in February, we will, with a flourish, proudly mount one of the framed
patches on our Wall of Fall in the lobby. Thank you again for your thoughtfulness.
Tammy: You are welcome! If you think of it could you email me a photo of the framed patch?
I would like to include it in a binder I am putting together in memory of my husband.
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IAC 38 Judges
School 2016

Dave Watson

by Taurus Fey
It’s hard to believe that it’s been an entire year already since our last judges’ school. This
year’s class did not disappoint! We had a great turn out of very eager future judges, and
some old hats coming in to freshen up their skills. We had the pleasure of being instructed
by our very own Dave Watson. Dave did an outstanding job and had all of us paying close
attention to every detail and aspect of judging, not to mention the laughter and always
present buffoonery that goes hand in hand with a bunch of steely eyed and rambunctious
aerobatic pilots. As a beginner to the sport, I look up to those more experienced than I and
learning from Dave’s many years of experience is something that I think is really special! The
weather was horrible which was fortuitous, giving us all the ability to sit down and focus on
class instead of our minds being in the air! Many of us have already taken and passed the
exam and are gearing up to get our assistant judging requirements out of the way so that we
can become fully fledged judges this season.
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A Pitts S2 Canopy Departure Post-Mortem
Things I Wish I Had Known Earlier

by Dave Watson
IAC26557
Several months ago, a fellow pilot asked me
how long I had owned my Pitts S2B, and I
answered, 8 years. Then he asked, “How
many canopies have I lost?” I gave him a
puzzled look as if he must have thought I was
an idiot. Unfortunately, the general consensus
is that 2-place Pitts pilots simply just fail to
latch their canopies, with regularity. Maybe
this is true, but of course it had never
happened to ME, knock on wood.
The
question I was asked that day was
unfortunately a foreshadowing of events to
come to me in the near future. As it turned
out, the unthinkable did happened to me in
early February, when it suddenly got very
windy in my Pitts. As I safely made my way to
the ground, “How could this have happened to
me” I asked myself, “I know I latched that

canopy”. Let me explain and share you with
you my post-mortem that may change the way
you do your pre-flight of your Pitts S2 (A , B or
C) canopy and the way you may think of Pitts
pilots that have lost their canopy(ies).
I had just re-fueled after my forth break-in
flight of my newly rebuilt engine (including
annual inspection).
I got back in, went
through all my rituals, including slowly and
carefully rotating the canopy down, then
shoving it briskly forward against the stops,
then swinging the latch knob firmly to the right,
putting both hands on the canopy support rail
(that runs over the instrument panel) and
pushing and pulling on it firmly to ensure it is
secure. Then lastly, I take a loop of bungee
that is secured with an Adel clamp to the top(continued)
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right of the instrument panel (not standard
issue on a Pitts) and loop it around the canopy
latch knob so that it cannot move freely to the
left, potentially releasing the canopy
inadvertently (the bungee can be over-ridden
with a relatively low force so I do not think it
poses any issues should I want it to depart!).
This ritual had served me well for
approximately 400 flights. It was about to fail
me catastrophically.

YouTube of a S2C canopy departure in flight
that my interest the readers: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUM9YnzkZ1s
Later evaluation of what was left on the plane
is the basis for my conclusion that I did in fact
latch the canopy properly, however, apparently
the canopy did not latch properly. First of all,
my loop of bungee was gone; indicating it
must have been wrapped around the knob
and ripped from the instrument panel. More
conclusively though, the remaining latching
hardware on the plane tells a vivid story of a
marginal design acerbated by long-term
neglect and/or ‘creeping normalcy’.
For background information, the S2 canopies
have two forward facing ¼” dia pins mounted
on the aft-lower corners of the canopy frame .
When the canopy is pushed forward to close
it, these pins engage in plastic (acetyl) blocks
mounted on the outside of the fuselage aft of
the pilot’s seat (photo 1). The pins engage
the blocks by inserting themselves into holes
that are in the lower-outside corners of the
blocks. Similar pins also engage in an acetyl
block mounted on the apex of the instrument
panel. The leading edge of the canopy slips
under a circumferential rim of aluminum that
projects aft from the top rim of the windscreen
in front of the passenger seat.
The hinge
mechanism consists of two ¾” diameter acetyl
plugs (sliders) that are mounted to the
fuselage with a 3/16” diameter posts that have
tiny snap rings on both sides of the sliders to
secure them. The sliders run within a very thin
aluminum tube on the canopy frame that is
easily deformable over time and misuse. The
latching mechanism does NOT engage any
additional latching mechanisms like many
other canopies. It simply rotates a post over
the central block, which only prevents the
canopy from moving aft. So there you have
it, the canopy under ideal circumstances is
held on by four ¼” pins that engage in plastic

After fueling and taxing and finishing all other
pre-flight rituals, I received clearance to take
off and climb on downwind and then circle
over the Class D airspace to burn in anther
hour on the new engine. My focus was more
intent on the oil pressure and EGT’s than it
normally is as I was climbing out and was
turning crosswind to downwind using my
peripheral vision. And just as I was finishing
my downwind turn at about 1200’ AGL, I
looked up from the instruments and I observed
the left back corner of my canopy move away
from the fuselage revealing sunlight between it
and the fuselage, and then before I could fire
a single synapse to comprehend what the
heck was happening, it got very very windy.
Fortunately, the canopy departed without
structural damage to the tail and only minor
damage to the fabric and paint and fortunately
I was wearing a cloth helmet that was holding
my headset and glasses firmly in place. It was
windy, yes, but I was in control. I ducked my
head down out the wind and asked for
clearance to land and did so without further
incident. I then got my beautiful B back in the
hanger safely, and after cussing myself out for
my apparent stupidity, I jumped in my car to
quickly survey the area under where it
departed to make sure I had not deposited the
canopy on anything living or valuable.
The
canopy is still MIA, so it’s probably lost in the
fields, not in the nearby businesses or parking
lots – thank goodness. There is a video on

(continued)
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blocks that are mounted on flexible sheet
metal of the fuselage.
Upon very close
examination, that admittedly did not happen
during the annual just one week earlier, it is
evident that my left aft canopy pin has been
having its way with the plastic block and
numerous dings are evident from the pin
hitting the face of the block off-center of the
hole (photo 1, next page). Also evident is one
deep groove that extends from the hole to
UNDER the block (photo 2, next page). Upon
closer exam, the outer surface of the block
has a shiny white skive (the rest of the block is
off-white from age and oxidation) that starts at
the lower aft corner of the block and extends
almost entirely along its aft edge (photo 2).

allowing a swift cascade of the other pins to
follow suit, leaving me in a wind tunnel.
Lessons Learned and Some Thoughts for
Improvements
I do not have the statistics but apparently a
few canopies are lost every year! I am still
waiting for my replacement from Aviat, it will
be six to seven weeks late because it was in a
queue behind others being made! I don’t think
that only Pitts S2 pilots are careless enough to
substantiate this propensity, so the sheer
numbers of these specific incidents indicates
that a systematic failure and not pilot error is
the root cause. If what I have described here
was the failure mode, and it is at all indicative
of the many others, as it may be from the
evidence presented here, this failure is
potentially 100% avoidable with proper and
more focused diligence.

From this evidence, I surmise that when I
shoved my canopy forward, that aft left pin on
the canopy missed the hole and skittered
under the block. The center of the hole is only
0.31 inches from the bottom edge of the block
and even closer to the outer surface, so it
does not take a significant amount of canopy
‘wiggle’ for the pin to miss the hole and skitter
off under or outward of the block. With the pin
constrained under the block, as I suspect it
was, I had no visual or structural cue that the
left aft edge of the canopy was not secure. In
fact, in this state it was likely more secure in
the vertical and horizontal axis since it was
pulled down to the fuselage tighter than
normal. In any case, it passed with flying
colors the ‘grab-and-rattle the canopy bridge
support test’ that I did after latching it.
However, with the pin not engaged in the hole,
it was very susceptible to lateral loads. The
S2 canopy is remarkably flexible. Failure of
any one of the pins or sliders can lead to the
flexion of the canopy and resultant total loss of
security. I suspect that with my head a bit
down watching the instruments and while
climbing and turning, a side slip may have
caused enough negative pressure to act on
the canopy and it pulled that pin out from
under the block and away from the fuselage,

My new pre-start checklist includes a check
where I reach over each shoulder with my
opposite hand and push out firmly on the
lower aft corners of the canopy to ensure the
canopy pins have engaged properly in the
blocks. Another thing I will pay more careful
attention to is the condition of the aft face of
the blocks. I have always just looked for
cracks in the blocks at the mounting hardware,
as I had been instructed many years ago. I
will now routinely check the aft face of the
block noting any evidence of off-center dings
indicating that the pin is not perfectly in
alignment, such evidence may be the
precursor to this failure and canopy
adjustment is indicated. Another change I
have made is not to shove the canopy forward
as firmly as I have doing. Ramming it forward
gave me a false-sense of security when I
heard it ‘hit-home’, but this action could create
the additional forces necessary for the pins to
misalign (and mask the resultant feedback I
may have felt if it had misaligned at lower
forces).
(continued)
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Photo 1, Aft Left Canopy Engagement Block

Photo 2, Damage to Left-Aft Canopy Engagement Block
(continued)
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The means of securing of the round ‘slider’
posts may also be a contributor to the
misalignment potential. Those round acetyl
sliders are supported by tiny snap rings on
both sides. If the snap ring under the slider
has failed, the slider can move toward the
fuselage by about ¼”, greatly increasing the
angular mobility of the aft end of the canopy
on the left side. My fuselage has evidence
that the canopy was rubbing on the fuselage
directly under these sliders (an intact bottom
snap ring should have prevented this) and
both bottom snap rings were missing after the
incident. The snap rings could have failed
during canopy departure, so this is speculation
but something I will look out for more diligently.

engages with the wall is only about ¼’ long.
So once an aft pin fails and the canopy flexes
enough to lift ¼ inch, the canopy is gone!
When I had this incident, I replaced all the
existing hardware despite no damage noted to
this latching block. The replacement would
not function! My latch would not move all the
way to the fully right – Latched position. I
called the factory. These latching blocks are
provided by Aviat (without instructions) with
the requirement of ‘field adjustment’ that was
described to me by a factory representative as
using a Dremmel to remove enough material
until the latch knob swings into place properly.
Are they kidding? Using a Dremmel by hand
to machine a critical Certified aircraft part so it
can fit? Could this be another reason these
things spontaneously depart?

Those 3/16” pins that support the round
sliders are installed from the fuselage end by
a threaded portion of the pins, yet the far end
that holds the critical slider in place has a tiny
snap ring holding it to fuselage for security. I
would think these parts could and should be
made from lager diameter stock and machined
with a head (like a bolt) so that the security of
the canopy is not predicated by two $0.87
snap rings that can easily fail or fall off.

I wish I had known all this before it bit me in
the butt and I hope this information gets to
every Pitts S2 pilot. My hope in publishing this
event is that it will reduce the occurrence of
this incidence, hopefully to zero. This was my
first (and hopefully last) insurance claim in my
flying career and I hope my experience can
save all S2 pilots this embarrassment in the
future. I am fortunately flying again (despite
the excessive wait for my new one) with a
loaner canopy from Ray’s Aviation in Santa
Paula – Thank you Ray. He tells me he keeps
this one ‘loaner’ just for such occasions, lets
hope it sits on his shelf for a very long time!

The central latching block discussed before is
another weakness in the design. The latching
mechanism as I described simply locates a pin
behind a ‘wall’ in this block preventing the
canopy from aft movement.
The pin that

Young Eagles Rally at Buchanan
EAA Chapter 393 at Buchanan will be holding a Young Eagles Rally this Saturday the 16th. If
any members of IAC Chapter 38 would like to come help out and fly some kids you are very
welcome. Asking pilots to arrive at 8 AM for pilot briefing. Usually done by 2 PM. Fuel
discounts will be available for those that fly kids. Located the Club House on the west side of
the airport. If you are not sure where it is located ask for progressive taxi instructions from
the tower.
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(subject to updates and revisions, we’ll keep you appraised each month)
April 23 or 24, IAC38 chapter meeting, TCY critique day

May 21, IAC38 chapter meeting, TCY critique day
June 2-4, COALINGA WESTERN SHOWDOWN, US Western Regional
Championships
June 16-18, Corvalis Acro Camp 1
June 26, IAC38 chapter meeting, Attitude Aviation, KLVK, 4 pm (summer meeting
time)
July 11-13, Corvalis Acro Camp 2
July 14-16, CORVALIS CORKSCREW, (*new contest*!), Corvalis, OR
July 24, IAC38 chapter meeting
July 25-31, EAA AirVenture 2016
August 27 or 28, IAC38 chapter meeting, TCY critique day
September 24 or 25, IAC38 chapter meeting, TCY critique day
October 23, IAC38 chapter meeting

IAC38 2016 Calendar

May 12-14, DUEL IN THE DESERT, Apple Valley.

November – no meeting, Thanksgiving weekend
December 11, IAC38 Holiday Party of Mayhem

We are a very diverse group of people with a lot of interesting stories to be told, and I
solicit your input. Submissions are welcomed. We’re not trying to win a Pulitzer Prize
here, so don’t be intimidated by a perceived lack of writing skills. If you have a story, or
an idea for one, please submit it! If you would like an article to be in the next issue
please submit within the week following the monthly meeting.
Dave Williams, dw370@comcast.net
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Chapter 38 would like to extend a very special thank you to Evan and Zoe Peers of Air
Space Media. Contact:
Evan Peers, Airspace Media
www.airspacemedia.com
www.facebook.com/airspace1
650-868-8998
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Proud sponsor of the 2015 California contest season

2016 IAC Chapter 38 team
Beth Stanton, president
Dave Watson, vice president
Howard Kirker, treasurer
Tom Myers, secretary
Directors: Chris Combs, Mike Eggen, Marian Harris
Webmaster/email list: Brett Goldsmith
Newsletter editor, Dave Williams
Membership, David Manuel
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JOIN / RENEW
In addition to helping support all the activities of our chapter, IAC Chapter 38 membership is
an insurance requirement if you want to fly in the box at Tracy for critique days. If you are
receiving this newsletter and you know you need to get your membership updated, here are
several ways to do it:
-sign up here for the International Aerobatic Club: https://www.iac.org/roll-us-join-or-renew
-sign up here IAC38 (using PayPal): http://www.iac38.org
-sign up at our next chapter meeting, we accept cash, check and credit card
-Fill out this form and mail it to Howard with your check:

!
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